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The Fall of Fort
The Fall of Fort Eben Emael: Harbinger of Blit
by James Lee Laughridge

On May 10th 1940, near a small town in Belgiu
world's largest and most impressive fortress w
contingent of German Special Forces. The bat
accomplishments were not a fluke and showe
superior German tactics and weaponry, or Bel
impressive fortress and the opening of Wester

The village of Eben Emael was an unlikely part
until completion of the Albert Canal in May o
extension allowed the waterway an outlet from
through Belgium, thus avoiding a path throug
(Dunstan 12). The Belgians who had suffered
opening of the Great War were resolved not to
the Schlieffen Plan of 1914 (Dunstan 4-8). Geo
Belgium was the logical starting point of any f
and French hostilities. Belgium determination
against any future aggressors prompted the co
massive fortifications similar in structure to t
fortifications of the Maginot Line (Kaufman a
The juncture between the Albert Canal and th
near the village of Eben Emael resulted in an
such a fortification (Mrazek 25-27). The fortre
operational in 1935, with work continuing on
(Dunstan 16).

Fort Eben Emael was situated at the edge of th
fortress was shaped like a diamond and exten
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seven hundred meters wide (Ellis 25). The top
countryside. From this vantage point the fort
This location ideally suited the fortress in its'
support to neighboring forces (Saunders 17).

Eben Emael was constructed as part of the Po
fortifications (Dunstan 10). The defensive syst
situated along the Belgian frontlines and wou
group two were positioned further from the b
support to the neighboring forts of both grou
thin continuous line of strong, defensive forti
Belgian theories were closer to the French mo
particularly with their Siegfried line, believed
mutually supporting and of increasing strengt
fields" between smaller and more numerous f

The armaments of Fort Eben Emael were divid
Battery' (Saunders 25). Each battery was comm
second of these batteries was concerned with
Canal combined with a water filled anti-tank d
blockhouses to protect the fortress from all gr
interlocking fields of fire and were located aro
canal. Each blockhouse mounted at least one
blockhouses were manned by a complement o
several anti-aircraft machine gun positions (M
gun casemates. The turret mounted twin 75m
direct fire canister rounds against attacking in
ventilation system, and ample food and amm
the fort could continue to fight through any a

The first, 'Offensive Battery', was concerned w
primary armaments of the Fort, were the twin
of sufficient caliber as to reach the border, bu
nation (Greatest Raids: The Fall of Fort Eben E
and fired in support of nearby forces. Armored
structures and served the purpose of identifyi
countryside (Dunstan 30). However, even tho
would be directed by coordinates called in by
Fall of Fort Eben Emael).

Every part of the fort was designed to withstan
turrets had armor plate at least a half meter th
2.75m thick. Armored plates covered bullet pr
beams, and sandbags could be utilized to shu
Deception was used to great effect, as three du
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more menacing. A garrison of up to twelve hu
Emael being, "â ¦regarded by both the Allies an
stronger than anything the French had built i
25).

The Allies had correctly predicted that the Ge
Belgium. They were prepared to engage the G
that the Germans would be held up long enou
rush to their defense. This was the 'Allied Plan
German advance while falling back to the line
have to hold for a short time before help woul

This was exactly what Adolf Hitler wanted. He
and then thrust through the Ardennes Forest
This was the famous 'Fall Sichelschitt' or Plan
General Erich von Manstein and Major Gener
make the French vacate the Maginot Line, or b
was imperative that the Germans capture the
had to knock out the major fortification cover

Hitler's vision of the assault on Fort Eben Em
summoned Lieutenant General Kurt Student,
the 7th Flieger Division, to the Reich Chancell
German glider could land on the roof of the fo
replied that it was possible to land twelve glid
squads of lightly armed glidermen would be a
new weapon which was capable of penetratin
capture Ft. Eben Emael(Dank 22-24). Thus, th
most impregnable fortress, with a new weapo

Student began organizing the assault forces a
Versailles Treaty to have an Air Force, the Germ
not banned. Therefore, Germany had many ex
40-42). The development of small ten to twelv
DFS 230 glider could be towed by a single bom
how to deliver a concentration of troops, to a
gear to mount an effective assault (Mrazek 42-

Training began in earnest. Student's assault g
Sudetenland which resembled the target forti
size and weight as the new secret weapon. No
secret explosive remained untried in combat
Student and his men maintained the utmost
wear any identifiable insignia. The men were
(Dunstan 36-37). The Assault force trained con
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attack the World's most formidable fortress?

The secret weapon Hitler revealed to Student
hollow charge explosive worked on a principle
American, Charled Edward Munroe, the hollo
improved by a German named Egon Neuman
destructive forces of the blast into a small area
within the device was liquefied and forced lik
However, the device did not need to penetrat
shockwave would create splinters of metal and

The Germans created two variants for use aga
74- 76). The latter was a two piece design that
tremendous weapon when employed by the G
fortifications within the first ten minutes of b
knocked out until virtually the entire garrison

From the German perspective, the assault wen
'pioneer', or combat engineers, stormed the ro
capabilities of the fortress in the first few mom
and engineers second. They had been hand p
and with their spectacular new weapon, the '
Eben Emael (Greatest Raids: The Fall of Eben
garrison cowered within the bowels of the fort

The Belgians sat in the most modern and imp
resist all attackers, the Fort at Eben Emael was
hold, or so they thought. Many deficiencies co

For example, garrison duty was a rather ungla
fortress was dull and dreary. Morale suffered d
required to keep the Fort in top form. Howeve
Artillery, the inexperienced and reservists wer

Other deficiencies in personnel are demonstr
garrison. This was contrary to previous Belgian
the attack as all of the fighting men of Eben E
23-27). Infantry from the surrounding country
attack. Many of the fighting men of the Fort w
the garrison were caught outside of the fortres
Fall of Eben Emael).

Many technical problems occurred during the
included: firing pins missing from guns, amm
guns not cleaned and ready to fire, among oth
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Perhaps the greatest of the deficiencies were t
operate under. The Belgians at the Fort were
contrary to German military doctrine that enc
situation presented them. Therefore, when th
orders to fire, with the ammunition still in the
the absence of their commanding officer, the
authority to fire the main guns in defense of t
the guns to fire, fire missions had to be called
Fall of Fort Eben Emael). Thus, the Germans q
'MICA' position, which was designed to interd
silenced (Dunstan 38).

To his credit, the Major attempted to follow st
there was some time before any forces were to
from their posts to dismantle the administrat
undermanned and left one of the main 'cupol
was responsible for before the Germans could
his men, the Major would be the one primaril

The Major, was a victim of unimaginative com
held the belief in the static defenses of the Gr
weapons and tactics deployed by the German
neutrality prevented the Fort's guns to fire aga
the 120mm guns were the largest caliber to be
pre-emptive strikes, even if called for (Kaufma

What did this all mean? To the Germans, the a
The assault group had taken a force over ten t
a day with minimal losses (Dunstan 56). Just a
(Dunstan 33). Allied forces were drawn northw
German forces easily pushed through the Ard
days (Dunstan 33). To the Belgians the fall of E

In conclusion, the brilliant glider assault of Eb
Belgium's strict policy of neutrality resulted in
While many deficiencies of the famed Belgian
superior training, unconventional tactics and
tactics, training, and weaponry combined wit
reasons for the phenomenal successes that da
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